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We derive two generating functions and an explicit formula for the polynomials {H,(x)) 
studied by Dumont. 
A Seidel matrix (a,.,,) is an infinite matrix of rational entries such that 
‘2k,n = ak-1.n + ak -l.n+l. (1.1) 
The first row (k = 0) is called the initial sequence and the first column (n = 0) is 
the terminal sequence. It is known that if a(t) is the exponential generating 








then the exponential generating function of the Seidel matrix is 
OD 
c tnuk ak,n -=e%(t+u). 
k,?l =o n! k! 
(1.2) 
The generating function (1.2) implies that l:he only symmetric or skew symmetric 
Seidel matrix is the zero matrix. It is then natural to seek Seidel matrices with 
maximal symmetry or skew symmetry. Two such matrices are uniquely deter- 
mined by 
b 0.0 = 1, b,,, = -bo,* and bk,O t- $O,k for k > 1, (1.3) 
~O.O = 0, g1.0 = g~,~ = I and gk.l, := -go,, for k > 1, (1.4) 
respectivc:ly. the initial sequence of {bk,.,) :s 
b 0,2n =(-lYt+lB&, boo- I, bo,. - -3, bo&+, =o, n> 1, . . u.3 
where {El,,} are the ernoulli numbers. T 4: initial sequence of {gk,n} is related to 
the Genocchi numbers {G,} via 
go,, = 0, go., = 1, g0.2n+l = 0, go,ztn = (-- lP% for n ‘0. (1.6) 
e first few entries are s Be 1. 
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Table 1 
- 
0 1 -1 0 1 o-3 0 l? 0 -155 
1 0 -1 1 1 -3 -3 17 17 -155 
1 -1 0 2 -2 -6 14 34 -138 
0 -1 2 0 -8 8 49 -104 
-_ 1 1 2 -8 0 56 -56 
c 3 -6 -8 56 0 
7 -3 - 14 48 56 
0 -17 .h 104 




Gandhi [4] introduced the polynomials {Q,(t)) 
Q,,(t)= 1, Q,,+&) = t2Q,&+ I)-+- 1)2Q,,(t) 
and conjectured that Q, (1) is (L72n_2 or equivalently 
r-%?&k(2;)Q~--,,(1) =o, n = 1,2,. . . . , 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
Gandhi’s conjecture was proved by Carlitz [l] and independently by Riordan and 
Stein [5]. Dumont [2] gave a combinatorial interpretation of Gandhi’s conjecture. 
The entries in the superdiagonal of the matrix in Table 1 also have a com- 
binatorial interpretation, see Viennot and Dumont [6]. Motivated by Gandhi’s 
conjecture, Dumont [3] raised the question of finding generating functions and 
explicit formulas for the polynomials {H,,(x)} defined by 
H,(x) = x9 H,+,(x) = x(x + l){H,(x + l)- BHJX)), .!I> 1. (1.9) 
Dumom [3] also conjectured the following analogue of Gandhi’s conjecture. 
t’Si e. The numbers HL defined via 
I-IL == 1, H~=H,(l) for n>ir, 
satisfy 
n thr present note we establish the following generating functions 
2 n-1 
(x),V(n - l)! (1 + tj=(j -I- 1 jr-’ 
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where 
w,,: = 1, (x),:=x(x+l)**.(x “n-l), (1.14) 
and 
k!l- k)t 
ky2 Uk - l)( !I- k)! (n + k - I)! e 
(1.15) 
The generating functions (I .12) a Id (1.13) will be proved in Section 2. The power 
series in (1.12) converges for x < 0 ;lird c # - l/j(j + l), j = 1,2, . . . . The series 
terminates when x is zero or a negative integer. One can easily obtain explicit 
formulas for H,,(X) from the above generating functions. For example (1.13) 
implies 
(--lIk-l(2k - I)(n - I)! 
k”-‘(l- k)‘“--‘, m > 1. 
In Section 3 we use the generating function (1.12) to derive a generating 
function for the expression 
f”(X):= i jn2:kii)(-l)1H,,(X) 
0 
(1.16) 
with H,(x) = 1. 
2). Denote the righl side of (1.12) by G(x, t). It is easy to see that 
tx(x + l)[G(x + 1, t) - G Ix, tj] = f ‘n’,n; l)! (’ + l)n(x), 
1 n [1+ tj(i+ 1ZJ 
1 
r n! t”(x),Jx+n+ l-n) = 
c n-l 
1 
n l3+tj(j+1)1 I 
co 
t”n! W,,+l = c Jo Pn! (x),(1 -n) n-l +c,_, 
’ n [l+ti(i+ l)] 1 Cl + tjcj + 1)l 
j=l 1 
a t”-‘(n - l)! (x),[l + tn(n - I)]+ 2 t”n! (x),(1 - n) 
2 
+ ti(j + l)] 
1 
1 
This establishe: the f 
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which is equivalent to having the coefficient of t”-’ in G(x, t), say m(x), generated 
bY r,+,(X)=X(X+l)[~,(X+1~--T,(X)], nal, 
with I-&X) = X. This identifies rJx) as, ,(x). This completes the proof of (1.12). 
We now establish a lemma needed to prove (I. 13). 
a. the following identity holds 
n (-1)“(2k - 1) ‘2n - 1 c ( ) 
(2n - Ii)! (n - 1) := p 
Ii=2 k(k-1) n-k (n!)2 ’ 
(2.1) 
roof. Express (2k - l)/k(k -. 1) as l/k -t ‘l/k -- 1. Denote the left side of (2.1) by 
A. Clearly 
(n?kJl)+~~ (‘,“--._Yk) 
+(-1)” “-‘(-l)k 2n-1 
-Y+ T -k-{(n-k)_(nTkJl)j 
k (n-k)!(n+k)! 
{n+k-(n-k)j 
by the binomial theorem. The above sum of binomia! coefficients can he easily 
reduced to the right side of (2.1). 
Finally we come to the proof of (1.13). 
. We set 
(2.2) 
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The recursion (1.0) is equivaler t to 
dN(x, t) 
-- - x = X(X y- 1 )[i i(x + 1, t) - !-I(.~, f)]. 
at 
We now express 13(x., 6) in terrx of the shifted factorials (x),. The relationship 
hi,(-I) = -6,,r follows from (1.9). Let 
H(x, t) = 2 P,(t)(x),. (2.3) 
1 
IJsing some elementary manipu’ations we arrive at 
x 
T pk(Nxj, -x = f np,, Itj(xj,+r - i: n(n - ljp,(tj(x),. 
1 1 
Equating the coefficients of (x j,, , 1 we obtain the following system of differential 
recurrence relations 
Pil+&) + n(n + l)p,+,(tl = q&(t), n >o, PlW = t. (2.4) 
In order to simplify the computations we put 
q,(t):=e”(n-“*pJt) (2.5) 
and rewrite (2.4) as 
4k+&) = ne2”‘qn(tI, n : 0, s&) = t. (2.6) 
Observe that the power series (2.2) has no constant term, hence the constant tlxm 
in q,,(t) must vanish. Combining i his observation with (2.6) we see that the q’s 
have the form 
where the ck’s are defined recursively by requiring qn( t) to vanish at t = 0. After 
computing the first few c’s we recognized the pattern 
(-lj’-(k - l)! 
Ck =(2k-2)! k(k-1)’ k’l. 
(2.8) 
Actually it is easy to see that the qn’s defined by (2.7) satisfy (2.6). So it only 
remains to show that t&e right side of (2.7) vanishes at t = 0, that is 
(2k -- 1) (- ljk(k-- I)! (n - !) =-.--- 
k(k - 1) n?n - 
The above i tity is esse etes t roof. 
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Set F(x, t) = z fn(x)t2’-. Ckarly 
.F(x, t) -= f 
! *+-c 
;?(j \ 2k ) 
(-l.)“t2”Hn_~(X) 
nl 
The above relationship and the observation 
establit>h t e foI lowing theo :-em. 
. ?‘he fn’s of (1.16jl hi%? the generating function 
The above proof uses only formal power series but it is easy to see that (3.1) 
holds for x s 0 and t/( 1 *iJt> # - l/j(j + 1). 
We: would like to express our thanks to Dominique Dumont fey suggesting this 
problem, to Gregory Nielson for very instructive discussions, and 1.0 Ruth Camuse 
for hler patience and excellent typing. 
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